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“Rising star Butcher launches an exciting new series… By delivering a dynamic
thriller that only peels back the first layer in a mystery, Butcher ensures that fans
will be desperate to get their hands on the next installment. Terrific!”
—RT Book Reviews, Top Pick!
“Longtime fans will be doing a cheer for this and lots of hoping that there are
plenty more romantic suspense’s coming from this author.”
—Night Owl Reviews

RAZOR’S EDGE :
An Edge Novel
BY SHANNON K. BUTCHER
Shannon K. Butcher thrilled readers with her return to romantic suspense in Living on the
Edge (March 2011), the first in her Edge series. In RAZOR’S EDGE (Signet Eclipse Mass
Market Original; November 1, 2011, $7.99), Butcher dives back into her dark and exciting
world of mercenaries and intrigue.
In RAZOR’S EDGE, Roxanne “Razor” Haught was one of the Edge’s best operatives, but
when she botches an assignment it’s clear that her mind isn’t on her dangerous job. Her exboyfriend is stalking her and she loses concentration at a critical moment and fails at her
mission. So when she’s assigned to train one of the Edge’s newest recruits instead of being
sent out into the field, Razor is sure it’s meant as a punishment.
Tanner O’Connell isn’t just an ordinary recruit though—he’s a former badass special ops guy
who brings a lot of experience to the Edge—and he’s also supposed to babysit Razor until
her ex is no longer a threat. The last thing they want is to be partnered together, but the
sparks they ignite between each other may be too hot to ignore.

Readers of JoAnn Ross, Cindy Gerard, and Suzanne Brockman are sure to enjoy Butcher’s
riveting tale. Her talent for writing gritty, edge-of-your-seat suspense and knack for creating
memorable characters will keep readers hooked until the last page.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Shannon K. Butcher is the author of the Sentinel Wars urban fantasy series and the Edge
romantic suspense series. She lives just outside of Kansas City, MO with her husband, New
York Times bestselling novelist Jim Butcher, and their son. For more information about
Shannon and her books, visit www.shannonkbutcher.com.
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